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Why alternative grading?

IBL centers productive struggle, feedback, 
and growth.

But grading practices can send a mixed 
message:

● One-and-done assignments
● Permanent averaging
● Compliance-focused policies



Clearly defined standards
What am I trying to do?

Helpful feedback
forward-looking, in terms 

of standards
Marks that indicate progress

towards meeting the standards

Reassessment
without penalty





The pillars in practice: Discrete 
Structures for Computer Science 1



4 pillars in practice: Clearly defined standards



Example of a checkpoint



4 pillars in practice: Helpful feedback



4 pillars in practice: Marks indicate progress

Standards for Student 
Work document (also 
linked on resource page) 

https://github.com/RobertTalbert/discretecs/blob/master/MTH225-Fall2023/course-docs/standards-mth225-f23.md
https://github.com/RobertTalbert/discretecs/blob/master/MTH225-Fall2023/course-docs/standards-mth225-f23.md


4 pillars in practice: Reattempts without penalty



How course grades are determined 
Refers to number of successful attempts on 
Checkpoint problems for that Learning Target



Where this can go: IBL Euclidean Geometry

● Euclidean Geometry for future teachers
● Junior-Senior, 10-20 students per section
● Guided inquiry
● Attempt problems before class, present, 

discuss, collaborate, use remaining time for 
problem solving



Where this can go: “Ungrading”

● Reduce/remove assignment 
grades
○ Focus on feedback
○ Remove grade incentives

● Periodic check-in meetings
● Final grades based on narrative 

descriptions & portfolio
● May involve self-assessment

To earn a C, be a good class citizen and show a solid understanding of 
key geometric ideas.

Here are some ways to be a good class citizen – you can propose others:
Complete all work with genuine effort (e.g. daily prep, homework, check-ins, etc.); 
attend class regularly and actively seek out resources to catch up if you miss class; 
actively participate in class discussion and activities; be a supportive and 
conscientious teammate.

To show solid understanding of key geometric ideas: In your portfolio, include 
artifacts that demonstrate your understanding of at least 4 of these ideas:

● Perpendiculars and Right angles
● Parallels and Axiom 5
● Triangle congruences
● Proof by Contradiction
● Area and/or Angles
● What definitions and axioms are, where they come from, and why they’re 

important.



Where this can go: “Direction for growth”

● Explicitly value growth in addition to learning
● Short- and long-term goals, check-in meetings, reflections

To earn an A, show significant growth in a new direction.

At the start of the semester, you’ll choose to focus on one of these directions for growth.
● Excellent writing: Learn to write excellent solutions that show thorough understanding of geometric ideas, as well as 

professional communication, writing style, and formatting. This involves attention to detail and careful thought for your 
audience. This can be done through homework and the class journal.

● Excellent presenting: Think like a teacher as you prepare and share your ideas and answer questions. Create 
well-prepared, carefully-thought-out, correct presentations that help your classmates understand your ideas. 

Your goal is to show significant growth above where you started. That doesn’t mean you need to be an expert: In your 
portfolio, you will show how you’ve improved in your area of focus. During this process, you’ll likely feel uncomfortable, 
and that can be hard! You’ll have the support of me and your classmates as you work towards your goal.



Where this can go: Co-created rubrics

● Students provide input based 
on their experiences & goals

● Useful for presentations and 
participation

● Usually self- or co-assessed



Should I do all the things?

● Keep it simple
● Find what works for you
● Trust yourself

and your students
Clearly defined 

standards
What am I trying to do?

Helpful feedback
forward-looking, in terms 

of standards
Marks that indicate 

progress
towards meeting the standards

Reassessment
without penalty



New book! 
See link on the 
resource page

Blog: 
http://gradingforgrowth.com 

Resource page:
http://gvsu.edu/s/2rF  

http://gradingforgrowth.com
http://gvsu.edu/s/2rF

